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sOME PROBLES OF THE CHB24ILUNI)NSCBE NHANIM_

Trudr Hoskovshozo obshchestva
ispitateley priro& (Transactios
of the Moscow Society of Naturalists),
Vol. 21, 1965, Pages 198-202 R. F. Vastllyev

1, This symposium is summing up the initial results of investigations
of super-weak luminescence observed in many biologic system. Just recently#
to what this luminescence was connected was unclear: either it reflected
specific processes of vital activity, or it was a live system which only
played the role of a "thermostat" maintaining at a specific level the
chemical reactions which are nonspecific for the organism.

The ca•rrlations demonstrated in some reports attest to the
connection between the principles of luminescence and vital activity.
This enables us to hope that with time bioluminescence will become a
fine and effective physical method of studying biologic processes. It
is necessary to have in mind, however, that the process of formulating
a method will hardly be a speedy and easy matter. And it seems to me
that, in so doing, the experience gained in the investigation of
chm•-dlumunescence in simpler,, purely chemical systems will be as useful
in the final analysis as the experience accumulated in the investigation
of even simpler systems - - gas-phase systems.

Our report (Allabutayev et al., 1963) considered methods of
identifying excited states in the specific reaction of hydrocarbon
oxidation - - a reaction which was a convenient model for investigating
liquid-phase chemiluminescence. Now, I would like to dwell on a nuber
of general problems bearing on the chemilmminescence mechanism.

2. In different reactions, the nature of excited states my vary.

However, it is possible to assert that at least for the obeervable
and ultraviolet bends of the upectrus the electron state is the excitation
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bearer, since cocil•ltory exitation is quickly loot in liquids.

The structure of the spectrum is determined by the luminescent
properties of the excited state, and not by the amount of released energy
(the eneray, it goes without saying, must be no loos than the emitted
liht quantum). For example, in the oxidation of ethylbenzene and
methylethylketone a uniform amont, of energy is released in the reactions
of reccanin the overoxidated radicals (110-120 large calories per
mole); however•, the chemilnuinescence maximums fall within the range of
440 millimicrons (65 large calories per mole) and 520 milli'icrons
(55 large calories per mole), a situation which iL connected with the
various locations of the levels of the excited products - - acetophenone
and diacetyl. Therefore, the presence in the chemiluminescence spectrum
of several maximums does not necessarily attest to the parallel occurrence
of several ehemiluviniocent reactions with different thermal effects.

3. In those cases in which the products of an exothermal reaction
have a triplet level, its excitation is certainly conduced by the fact
that it is located lower in the majority of molecules and requires less
energy than the excited singlet level. The triplet nature of emitters
me recommended for chemiluminescent reactions of imdnol and lucigenin
(2yutsigenin) oxidation (Iftite, 1961, and Kapryakdn, 1959, respectively).
On the other hand (Fid, 1960) argued against the involvement of triplet
states: the spectrum of lumimol chemilvndmescence wae a mirrorlike
reflection of the absorption spectrum, which ws determined by the lower
singlet state. These arguments appear inadequate, since there are well-
knoi eases in which the spectrum of absorption and luminescence is
approximately mirrorlike, but connected to the levels of varying multiplicity.
For example, upon absorption aldehydee and ketones convert to the singlet
level, and lumnescent oonvers'.on occurs from the triplet state (Yermolayev,
1956).

The quantum yield of luminescence upon the oxidation of luciferin
(2ytsiferin) has been recetly determined (Seliger, HcElroy, 1960).
The high significance of the yield - - 0.8W photon per oxidized molecule - -
demonstrates that in the given case the excited state is obviously singlet.

4. The problem bearing on the multiplet of an excited particle
at times may be clearly solved on the basis of the rule of the conservation
of a system's total spin (Wigner's rule). Such an approach has produced
results in the investigation of many gas reactions (Kondratlyev, 1958).
Wigmer's rule in of assistance in selecting the most probable path from
several possible reaction paths. This rule may be formulated in the
following manner: if the initial and terminal states of a system do not
have uniform values of the total spin quantum number, then transitions

* between such "tae. must be very unlkel y; in case of a co•plex- reactio,
other elmentary proceseos prevail over them - - processes for which
tewe are vram values of the rosulting spin In the intial and taual
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state. (Kondrat 'yev 1958). Wigner's rule has been observed, for
example, in reactions of hydrocarbon oxidation investigated by us
(Allabutayev et al., 1958) for all conceivable combinations of a
multiplicity of original reagents and products:

total ajn o total pn3(cymapfu ctum: 0 tiXE 1) (cy...p.U...AU. : 0,1. 2

Therefore, products can be obtained both in a triplet and in asinglet state. The fact that triplet acetophenone is the chemiluminescence
emmitter in the oxidation of ethylbenzene is linked almost exclusively
to a property of this substance which makes for rapid conversion from
the singlet to the triplet state. Both states are apparently settled
in the reaction. Observed in methylethylketone oxidation are conversionsfrom both the triplet and the singlet states, and the spectrum mirrors
the spectrum of the photoluminescence of diacetyl (Vasil'yev, Rusina,
1964). This spectrum is a mixture of fluorescence and phosphorescence
(Ackstr4, Sandros, 1960).

When applying Wigner's rule, it is necessary to keep in mind thatit is applicable to an elementary act, and not to a gross reaction.For example, when the reaction between the saturated molecules A and Booevrs in a single elementary act, both products K and M must be obtainedeither in the singlet or the triplet state (1) and (2). When the reactionprooeeds In a radical manner, other combinations are possible (3) and (4).

A(OD) + 6(0t) K0() + AI(It) I

K(41) + A109) I
R,ft) + K00--.-- (t + ,Mat) 3

_____ + M(t) 4

In view of what we have said, the conclusions of some authorsrelative to a miltiplicity of excited states in a number of ohemil--ineseent
reactions are proture.

For example, Chandrous (1963) proposes the formation of a triplet
excited product through the interaction of hydrogen peroxide and

0 0
.C--I-- + H•t 2CO + 2HCA + 0, + 70.,=AA!ý
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on the basis that 02 is a triplet molecule and the original reagents
are singlet (2). It is clear that if this reaction proceeds in a more
comple. manner (via the radicals), then other combinations can be
raslised.

For these sawe reasons 14hiteIs conclusion (1961) relative to the
triplet natur of the emitter in luminol oxidation is inaccurate - -
all the more so since the author himself considers this reaction to be
radical.

5. A reaction may proceed even in violation of WIgnerts role,
since it is not very strict.

In this case, the excitation process must have a low probability
(lbw yield). And vice versa: if a high yield of chemilumdnescence is
obtained Sn a test, then it is rather difficult to expect that the
elemntar act of excitation will proceed with a multiplet change. That
Is why, in investigati•n the chemiluinescencee x--chanism, it is important
to masuwe emactly the quantum yield of luminescence. In this connection,
it in necessary to comment on two widespread errors encountered in works
an sho.l~nescene.

a. Authors do not always take into account the fact that it is
necessary to relate luminescence intensity not to the speed of the gross
reaction, but to the speed of the formation of that product which serves
as an mitter,. For example, in the low-temperature gas-phase oxidation
of acetaldebrde, it wes fo I (Tqpps, Townsend, 1946) that on the average
I photon Is emitted per 10-3.10P molecules of acetaldehydeo It would
seem that that Is a very low yield. However, if one takes into account
(as the authors of the work themselves have done) that formaldehyde
serves as the emitter and is formed by a factor of 104 less than other
prod.ts, then the yield appears sufficiently high - - on the order of

b. Authors do not. always take into account the fact that the
cheilimuinescence process proceeds in two stages and that the t~tal
yield of chemilmuinesoence depends on the excitation yield q . e and
on the mission yieldip, respectively (Allabutayev et al., 1963). These
quantities have a completely different physical significance and dissimilarly
depend on molecular structure, environment, test ooqtions, etc. For
exinplj, in the above-mntioned case, the yield 10" does not man that
In the reaction I exited molecule is formed per 100 nonexcited molecules
of formaldehyde. As Geydon has commented in a discussion about the work
of Tapps and Tomend (1946), excited formaldehyde can be effectively
qunched de• test conditions (i.e.,pp ), and it can MyMjx be
fomed In tbe reaction vith a 100-perenmt yield (i.e., p1)"u • 1),

-4-
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6. Some authors are developing notions concerning the radical
character of chemiluminescent reactions (White, 1961). Moreover,
they consider the existence of luminescence to be proof of the participation
of radicals in a reaction (Rostorfer, Cormier, 1957; Behrens et al.,
1963) and even insist that chemiluminescence in the short-wave (blue and
shorter) band can be the result only of a reaction with the participation
of two free radicals. This conclusion was presented in an article by
Bremer (Eremer, Friedmann, 1954). This piece, treating chemiluminescence
as a reversed photochemical reaction, examined the elementary processes
capable of being accompanied by chemiluminescence and presented examples*
In fact, the effective conversion of chemical energy into radiation is
more probable and must be encountered more frequently in the recombination
of radicals than in other, less exothermal processes. It would be never-
theless inaccurate, in principle, to deny the possibility of excitation
even in reactions differing from the recombination variety. For example,
intense flashes have been observed upon the introduction of molecular
fluorine into a jet of H2 or CH4 (Kapralova et al., 1963), In these
reactions are the following elementary acts:

H + Ft- HF + F + O00 ,xuJe•,. CcaOJol
CHO + F, -* CH, F + F +70 TlAIa aA01J13

They are quite exothermal but include one free radical as an original agent.

In our view, there exist only two conditions necessW for the
appearane of chemiladescencet

a) the reaction must be sufficiently exothermal (the law of the
c.nservation of energy);

b) the product must have an adequate level of energy, the emission
from which product takes place with sufficient probability.

The nature of the reaction (radical, ionic, molecular) is of no
significance. Correspondingly, the fact itself of the existence of
chemiluminescence does not necessarily point out the radical mechanim
of a reaction, although in a majority of known cases (including those
investigated by us) luminescence is nevertheless excited when radicals
are recombined.

7. Chemil'mineacence is a very specific phenomenon, and the
conversion of the chemical energy into light energy in various reactions
my take different paths. Moreover, not one but several products can
be excited in the same reaction; they way emit either in the same or
in various spectral bands. For example, in the oxidation of hydrocarbons
there are formed, besides the ketones emitting in the blue band, exited
oanen molecules, whose emission falls into the red band (Vasel'yev,

iSudnas 1961.).
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In individual reactions, a great role can be played by secondary
"9 soeuses - - the quenching and transfer of energy (Allabutayev et al.,

; Vassil'yev, 1962; Vasil'yev, Rusina, 1963). In each case, identifi-
oation of the excited states should be based on an exhaustive expaerimetal

-s mt . which would include the obligatory consideration of the chemical
meobanim of the reaction and the secondary physical processes.
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